Endorse the Health Data Governance Principles

Your organisation's endorsement shows its commitment to improve the equitable governance of health data – an important step to maximise the public value of health data whilst protecting individual rights. By endorsing the Principles, you are committing to use and incorporate them into your policy, programmatic and advocacy work. Complete the online endorsement form: https://transformhealth.typeform.com/EndorseHDGP

1. **Organisation Name**
   This will be displayed publicly on the Health Data Governance Principles website.

2. **Name of Point of Contact**
   This will not be displayed publicly. It is for the Transform Health team to contact you for follow ups in the future.

3. **Email ID for point of contact**
   This will not be displayed publicly. It is for the Transform Health team to contact you for follow ups in the future.

4. **Upload a high resolution version of your organisation's logo.**
   This will be visible on the Health Data Governance Principles website and in associated communications material.

5. **Download this endorsement statement,** have it signed by an Executive or senior-level leader of your organisation formally endorsing the Health Data Governance Principles, and upload it back here.
   Upload the signed statement.

6. **Does your organisation endorse our call for a global health data governance framework, that is underpinned by human rights and equity based Principles?**
   By clicking 'Yes', you are agreeing to let us add your organisation to advocacy efforts supporting this call.

7. **How does your organisation intend to use these Principles?**
   (Optional)